Think It Over

Choreographed by Andrew Blackwood
Description: 48 count, 2 wall, beginner line dance
Music: Think It Over by The Tractors [134 bpm / Not Fade Away (Remembering Buddy Holly)]

RIGHT FOOT TO SIDE, CLOSE, LEFT FOOT TO SIDE, CLOSE, RIGHT FOOT BRUSH UP
1-2 Touch right foot to the right, close right foot
3-4 Touch left foot to the left, close left foot
5-6 Right heel dig at 45 degrees, brush right foot in front of left knee
7-8 Right heel dig forward at 45 degrees, close right foot

LEFT FOOT BRUSH UP, SHUFFLE, SHUFFLE
1-2 Left heel dig forward 45 degrees, brush left foot in front of right knee
3-4 Left heel dig forward at 45 degrees, close left foot
5&6 Shuffle forward right, left, right
7&8 Shuffle forward left, right, left

RIGHT FOOT TO SIDE, CLOSE, LEFT FOOT TO SIDE, CLOSE, RIGHT FOOT BRUSH UP
1-2 Touch right foot to the right, close right foot
3-4 Touch left foot to the left, close left foot
5-6 Right heel dig at 45 degrees, brush right foot in front of left knee
7-8 Right heel dig forward at 45 degrees, close right foot

LEFT FOOT BRUSH UP, RIGHT TAP FORWARD WITH ¼ RIGHT TURN CLOSE (TWICE)
1-2 Left heel dig forward 45 degrees, brush left foot in front of right knee
3-4 Left heel dig forward at 45 degrees, close left foot
5-6 Tap right foot forward, close while turning ¼ turn to the right(right)
7-8 Repeat last 2 steps

SHUFFLE FORWARD, ¼ TURN RIGHT, SHUFFLE FORWARD, ¼ TURN LEFT
1&2 Shuffle forward right, left, right
3-4 Step left foot forward, pivot turn on balls of both feet ¼ right
5&6 Shuffle forward left, right, left
7-8 Step right foot forward, pivot turn on balls of both feet ¼ left

PIVOT TURN, SHUFFLE, PIVOT TURN, SHUFFLE
1-2 Step right foot forward, pivot turn on balls of both feet ½ turn left
3&4 Shuffle forward right, left, right
5-6 Step left foot forward, pivot turn on balls of both feet ½ turn right
7&8 Shuffle forward left, right, left

REPEAT